Executive Summary

An analysis of the current price cycle reveals a dichotomy between apartments and villas. On the upturn the prime apartments (upper-quartile of

transactional activity) unperformed city-wide units, whereas in the villa space the reverse transpired. In the downturn, apartments, both prime as
well as city wide fell in tandem, whereas in the villa space, the price correction in the prime space has been greater than the city wide index. Given
the fact that the zeitgeist has been dominated by “affordable” or mid market communities for the last few years, the general consensus that the
luxury segment has underperformed appears to be factual.

A spread analysis has been a useful tool to determine price direction for assets in the financial markets. When real estate assets are observed
through the same lens we observed that on a city wide basis, certain buy and sell signals can be discerned. In the apartment space for example, it
appears as if there has been a significant contraction in mean spreads between the prime and the city wide index, indicating that luxury
apartments may have been oversold. In the villa space, on the other hand, it appears as if there is room for further declines, before a clear buy

signal can be ascertained.

A look into price cycles and unit launches reveals that developers have always tended to gravitate towards the higher end of the price spectrum in
upmarket cycles in order to capitalize on the higher margins. Developers anticipated the current downturn and the greater demand for mid market
units by reducing the number of luxury launches as far back as 2012, reversing the trend in 2016, just as prices began to plateau. Whilst there are a
confluence of reasons for this, we opine that as demand for the luxury segment signals a comeback, developers have responded by scaling up the

launch.

There has been a resurgence of transactional activity on a year on year basis (Jan to May) which attests to the shift of launches above 1000 psf
mark. In the ready market activity increased by more than 35% for units above 1000 psf, whereas units below 1000 psf incurred an increase of only
9%. In the off-plan market we witnessed a healthy increase of activity as well (increase 108%). These increases in volumes alongside the ”spread
compression” that has been witnessed in certain communities buttress the claim that in certain areas, the luxury segment may be poised for a
turnaround.
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Performance of Prime versus General real estate assets in the
Second Cycle

“The price of ability does not depend on merit but on supply and demand”

George Bernard Shaw

Performance of Prime versus city wide real estate assets in the Current
Cycle
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The above charts reveal a dichotomy in terms of price performance in the current cycle, when dissected through the lens of apartments
versus villas. In the current cycle, prime apartments underperformed city wide on the upturn, whereas the reverse was true in the villa
space. On the downturn, apartments, both prime as well as city wide fell in tandem, whereas in the villa space, the price correction in
the prime space has been greater than the city wide index.
Given the fact that the zeitgeist has been dominated by “affordable” or mid market communities for the last few years, the general
consensus that the luxury segment has underperformed appears to be factual.

Performance of Prime versus city wide real estate assets in the Second
Cycle: Apartments
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When a granular analysis is conducted amongst communities, the overall conclusion appears to be revalidated. In Downtown, the luxury
segment (defined as upper quartile transactions) underperformed in both the price upswing as well as the subsequent correction. In
Dubai Marina, a similar pattern was witnessed in the price upswing cycle, whereas prices appeared to have been somewhat more
resilient in the downturn.

Performance of Prime versus citywide real estate assets in the Second
Cycle: Villas
Springs/Meadows Second Cycle: Prime versus City-wide Villas
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In the villa communities, there appears to have been a somewhat dichotomous trend, with Springs/Meadows outperforming on the
upside; whereas in Arabian Ranches, there was an underperformance that was witnessed. On the downside cycle, emirates living
experienced a greater contraction in prices, whereas in Arabian Ranches, there appears to have been no disparate results between prime
and the City-wide index.

Spreads between Prime and City-wide Real estate Assets

“Reversion to the mean is the iron rule of the financial markets”

John C Boyle

The difference between the Prime and City-wide Assets – “Spreads”
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When communities are observed through the lens of mean spread levels (the average difference in prices), we observed that on a city
wide basis, certain buy and sell signals can be discerned. In the apartment space for example, it appears as if there has been a significant
contraction in mean spreads between the prime and the city wide index, indicating that luxury apartments may have been oversold. In
the villa space, on the other hand, it appears as if there is room for further declines, before a clear buy signal can be ascertained.
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A closer look into Prime Versus City-wide Spreads: Downtown and
Dubai Marina
Dubai Downtown Spread: Prime versus City-wide
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When certain communities are dissected through the same lens of mean price differentials, it appears as if in Dubai Downtown, the
luxury space has been oversold; in Dubai Marina, mean differentials appear to be hovering around their long term averages suggesting
that prices in the luxury segment may have more to contract.
Historically, it is clear that mean reversion signals have worked, as the above graphs indicate; however it is equally clear that these signals
appear as a guide and work over time. That being said, what remains beyond doubt that even in the apartment space, the market is
becoming more nuanced (in a sign of market maturity), where each community is representing distinct price and transaction dynamics.
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A closer look into Prime Versus City-wide Spreads: Springs/Meadows
and Arabian Ranches
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In the villa space, we can witness that both Springs/Meadows and Arabian Ranches are hovering around their long term averages. What
is clear in the above charts is that whilst there has been a ”spread compression”, luxury villas may have more to fall on a relative basis,
given its historical outperformance in the second cycle.
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Price Changes and Launches

“Risk comes from not knowing what you’re doing”

Warren Buffet

Price Changes and Launches of Units above 1000 Aed/psf
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Developers have always tended to gravitate towards the higher end of the price spectrum in upmarket cycles, capitalizing on the higher
margins that can be captured. What we see in the above graph is not only a confirmation of the same, but also the fact that in the
current cycle the fact that they have been more responsive to the market pulse. Developers anticipated the current downturn and the
greater demand for mid market units by reducing the number of luxury launches as far back as 2012, reversing the trend in 2016, just as
prices began to plateau. Whilst there are a confluence of reasons for this, we opine that as demand for the luxury segment signals a
comeback, developers have responded by scaling up the launches, a trend that we foresee continuing into 2017.
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Demand appears to have surged for prices in excess of AED 1000 psf, especially in the off plan segment as developers have offered
generous payment plans. These incentives not withstanding, even in the ready market, transactional volume has increased by a healthy
37% on a year over year basis, as investors have started to perceive value at current price levels. These increases in volumes alongside
the ”spread compression” that has been witnessed in certain communities buttress the claim that in certain areas, the luxury segment
may be poised for a turnaround.

Conclusions
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